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The End of a Beginning
Message from the ASF
There is that old cliché, „it seems like only yesterday‟ but clichés
often ring true. It does seem like only yesterday when a small
group of Old Achimotans got together in cyberspace to launch an
effort to begin the school‟s restoration by the year 2010.
The year 2010 is nearly upon us and the three intervening years
have been decidedly eventful: passionate debates, revived friendships, structuring an organization beyond year groups, and pushing
the boundaries of fundraising by the alumni. Yet time has been the
great teacher and as those teething pains become the amusing
reminiscences of today, the perspective of what we have achieved
together comes into sharper focus.

- An industrial Tractor Mower with accessories for farming and
land maintenance.
- A second fully refurbished tractor.
- A fully networked and refurbished Staff Common Room
- Networked administrative offices
- New computer equipment for faculty members
- New administrative office equipment including printers and a fullsized, heavy duty, photocopier.
- A refurbished office for the principal
Many other initiatives continue to aid the students and faculty,
including our monthly Aggrey Quill Essay Competition prizes for
students and faculty.

On the eve of our last major fund drive we can very proudly proclaim that the almost $150,000 raised since the launch of the effort
in October 2006 represents the single most successful alumni giving
effort in Achimota School‟s history.

A less tangible yet no-less-important and enduring characteristic of
this initiative has been the establishment of a strong relationship
between the school and alumni, particularly those in the Diaspora.
The heightened awareness of the school‟s plight through the work of
the not-for-profit Achimota School Foundation‟s newsletters, annual
reports, website, and announcements to the several thousand living
alumni names in our database will, we hope, stand the test of time.

The pride we take in that achievement lies not in our asking for
your contributions, but rather in your giving. We marvel that your
generosity has ranged from the humble $25 contribution to those in
the many thousands of dollars, representing year groups from the
1940s to the current decade and from more than 12 countries
around the globe.

An on-campus donor monument, honoring your generosity, has
been approved by the school and the architectural design work is
ongoing. As the Achimota School Foundation transitions to its next
phase in 2010, we sincerely hope that you will make our 2009 final
major fundraiser the most successful yet and continue to be a part
of the work of restoring Achimota.

Above all, you have demonstrated the deep affection in which you
hold your Alma Mata.
Your generosity has meant that Achimota now has:

The glory of the coast endures and the Grey City continues to
spread her name afar.
Board of Trustees, Achimota School Foundation

The Board of Trustees of the
Achimota School Foundation
wish to thank you for your
continued support. The pictures
below show the area designated
by the school administration
for erection of a memorial to
your efforts. Do not miss out
on this opportunity to be part
of our school’s history.
Watch your inbox for
information on the year-end
drive, and how to go on record
as having taken part in this
phenomenal event in our
school’s history.
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Living Waters
Spotlight on Akoras who changed the World around them...

Remembering Akora Victor A. Kumoji—by Akora Yvonne Kumoji-Darko
Victor Akrofi Kumoji was born on August
30 1926 in Ada Foah. His parents were
James Felix Kumoji of Ada Foah and Ocansey-Kope, and Theodora Ayeko Dugbartey
of Fiergbedu, Ada Foah.

Simpson), travelled to Britain to begin the
course of study which would eventually
qualify him as a medical doctor. He arrived
at Charing Cross medical school, then at
its old site not far from Trafalgar Square.

It was a large family (his father would
eventually have 16 wives and 14 children).
Victor was, however, his mother‟s only
child and he proved to be quick and intelligent. Together with other children of his
generation, he entered the Presbyterian
School in Ada („Bana‟ or „Baah-Narh‟)
where he showed early promise.

It was while in the UK that he developed
what would become a lifelong relationship
with his pipe. He also developed a relationship of a different kind when he met
and married Becky, a young nurse at one
of the hospitals where he worked. He completed his studies in 1956 and the couple
returned to Sekondi, Ghana in 1959.

In 1943, he won a scholarship to Achimota
College, taking up residence in Aggrey
house. He continued to do well in school,
excelling in mathematics and science. The
late Mr. Dadson, who later became a university lecturer in mathematics, would
often mention “Kumoji”, when calling the
roll of gifted mathematics students of the
time. Victor showed ability in other areas
and was very good with his hands. He
developed a reputation for tinkering and
for being able to repair gadgets.

Victor started work immediately at Korle
Bu hospital, where he quickly settled in
Maternity, under Dr. R.H.O. Bannerman,
the country‟s first obstetriciangynaecologist. Dr. Bannerman was the
„captain‟ and Victor was referred to as the
„first mate‟ of a team that included Drs.
Chinery, Hammond Quaye, and a young
lady from Edinburgh, Catherine Sinclair.
They remained lifelong friends, and would
hold reunions over the years, still referring
to Victor as „first mate‟.

Several of his schoolmates credit him with
building one of the first solid-state radios
in the country. He did this from scratch by
making a diode out of a crystal and a
piece of wire, and in the evenings students
would gather around and listen to news
and other reports especially on BBC, as
the war drew to a close.

During the Congo crisis, Ghana sent several specialist doctors to help, and Victor
went on relieving duties to Dunkwa.
Shortly afterwards, upon recommendation
by Prof. Brown, an eminent visiting professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Victor
returned to the United Kingdom and
started postgraduate work at the Royal
Postgraduate Medical School at Hammersmith. He received a membership from the
Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and the family returned to Ghana
in 1965. They stayed briefly with Mr. Fayorsey and also Mr. Soli in Accra, and then
moved to Kumasi, where he took up a
position as obstetrician-gynaecologist at
the OKomfo Anokye Hospital.

He maintained his interest in electronics
for many years and even as a qualified
doctor would spend what free time he
could find, building devices, usually motion
detectors and burglar alarms. Mr. Ralph
Quist, who later made a career in electronics, often said he received his earliest
lessons as Victor‟s apprentice.
Victor received his School Certificate with the
1946 year group, but remained in Achimota
on the Western compound as one of a group
of students selected for further studies in
preparation for a degree program. While
there, the University College of the Gold Coast
was set up and the group was incorporated
into the first matriculating batch of students.
He graduated with a BSc in July, 1951 as one
of 6 science students, and was the only one
who offered physics.

He was expected to pursue a career in
mathematics or engineering but surprised
everyone by applying for and receiving a
scholarship to study medicine in the
United Kingdom, and in late 1951, along
with four other young men (E.O. Arbenser,
Clifford Addo, E.W. Dade and Bondzi-

run and the consideration with which he
was treated.
It was also in Kumasi that Doc met a
young Indian pharmacist, Mr. Patel. The
two hit it off immediately and thus began
another lifelong friendship, which only
ended when Mr. Patel died in 1995. It was
through the Patels that Doc got to know
and become friends with many other
members of the Indian community in
Ghana.
In late 1967, he moved to the Tetteh
Quarshie Memorial Hospital in Mampong,
Akuapem. He joined several other doctors
already there, including his uncle Dr.
Amegatcher and his old colleague Dr. Clifford Addo. It is here that his reputation
grew and he became well-known as an
extremely competent gynaecologist.
Word spread rapidly and soon patients
were coming from far and wide, often
camping out in his yard or on his verandah
after working hours. Several young doctors also passed through to learn a few
techniques. One of these was Dr. Ofosu
Barko, a young surgeon who later opened
his own hospital in Kumasi and would
eventually become an in-law.
During this time also, he became close
friends with Mr. Kofi Dei-Annang and the
two, like conspiratorial schoolboys, would
often enter theatre together, where Doc
would explain medical conditions and procedures to his new friend. In one instance,
a pregnant patient was found to have virtually no birth canal. It was a source of
amazement to all that she had become
pregnant in the first place. Doc nursed the
pregnancy and delivered the baby by Caesarean section. He then successfully surgically constructed a birth canal for the lady.

He was in Kumasi when the Government
was overthrown in a military coup d‟etat.
Becky left the country shortly afterwards
and the two remained separated, though
not divorced, thereafter.

A few years later she reappeared, having
conceived again, this time normally. DeiAnnang was so moved by this miracle,
that he wrote a poem about it, published
in the „Legon Observer‟.

While in Kumasi, Victor spent some time in
the Anglican Mission Hospital in Mampong
Ashanti. He had had reservations about
taking up these duties, eventually coming
clean and asking the nuns whether he
would be required to pray. The sisters
replied that it was not a requirement for
the job, but that he would certainly be
prayed for! He took the job and often described it as one of the most memorable
duty tours he ever made, remarkable for
the efficiency with which the facility was

In 1974, he set up in private practice in
Accra. His reputation continued to grow.
One colleague attributed his success as a
surgeon to three major factors: his dexterity, probably nurtured by years of
„tinkering‟, the fact that he had a solid
science background, and his enormous
capacity for hard work.

Cont. on P4
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True Tales & Toli
From The Outlaws’ Hill

POP CHAIN 1979-80: Yesu Nkoaa (In Christ Alone)
& the tale of the Wawa Pedal
Dear Frances,
In my earlier two narratives, oh most excellent and noble friend, I recalled with unsuppressed romanticism the events of the first
two Pop Chains I encountered in Achimota. I
had intended to follow shortly after with the
third of a four-part series and indeed I had
the skeleton of this recollection well mapped
out long ago but for several good reasons I
struggled to add flesh to complete it and
send it to you. Standing out among these
reasons are the very painful events that occurred in the early part of 1979 in the
months preceding the Pop Chain.
In the aftermath of the 1977-78 fiasco, it
was no surprise that there was no musical
contest the following year, even though I do
not recall an official ban. The budding musicians simply lay low and waited out the
wrath of the Headmaster. By the time Pop
Chain returned in the Christmas term of „79,
our Headmaster had unfortunately been incapacitated by a stroke, we had inconceivably and inexplicably rampaged through the
girls‟ dormitories in a best-forgotten February night of mass stupidity and indiscipline,
one of our former students had staged a
military mutiny on May 15 and been arrested
only to be released by another set of insurgents or revolutionaries and made Chairman
of the new government on June 4, subsequently presiding over a three-month period
of euphoria and terror before handing over
to a newly elected civilian government. All
this happened in the time it takes for a teenager, or anyone else, to conceive and deliver
a full term baby.
Let me state here that the metaphor of illicit
conception and childbirth being used in this
context is not out of place because by the
time we got back to school in the ninth
month of 1979 to begin another academic
year, you could say that we had lost our
innocence and had been radicalized and
traumatized to varying degrees. We turned,
quite rightly, to music -the universal language of hope and despair, love and hate,
activism and passivism- to guide us through
the confusion. A plethora of bands was

-by Raymond Akwayena

formed that year; Form 4 alone had two distinct bands, Silk Cut- a collection of pseudorebellious artistes, and SPIRIT- a more
cerebral group that inclined itself firmly towards purity and authenticity in the musical
form. There was a dominant Form 5 band,
mean and aptly named Barracuda; there
was BSB made up of sixth-formers and then
there were several other groups with members drawn from across different year
groups, many of them probably rejects from
the informal auditions to join the
“mainstream” bands, and having nothing in
common except a shared desire to prove a
point with their musical abilities. An all-day
elimination contest, broken by lunch, was
held to select the five bands for the final
contest.
BSB, many of us thought stood for the “Blue
Shirted Band”, recognizing the color of the
shirts worn to class by sixth-form boys, but
many years later I am now told that the initials actually stood for some Ga term which I
can pronounce, but not spell. I do not understand what it means, so for fear of being
vulgar, disrespecting the sensitive countenances of my fellow old Achimotans, and
incurring the wrath of God, I will not repeat
it here.

1979
The economy was moving from recession
through depression into total bankruptcy,
and all types of goods, perishable and nonperishable, were at a premium. Shortage of
manufactured and processed items, edible
and inedible - canned food, refined sugar and
rice, soap, toothpaste and toilet roll- collectively known as the essential commodities,
was the norm. Non-essential commodities
like musical instruments were a luxury and
the biggest task facing the pop chain organizers was assembling equipment for the contest. Any money that could be squeezed out
of the School‟s entertainment budget had to
be reserved to hire professional instruments
for the Finals. So Kofi, the leader of the band
Spirit , very kindly provided his respectable
equipment comprising a drum set, guitars, a

black bag and a rudimentary P.A. system for
use in the Elimination Contest. Strange thing
is we could not get an organ from anywhere.
Today, a 50-dollar Casio keyboard comes
with 132 different voices, a digital orchestral
section as well as programmable rhythm
section; but
this was
1979. Organs
were made
by Farfisa,
electric pianos and
synthesizers
by Yamaha,
and these
were expensive and few.
There was
talk of moving the elecAkora Raymond Akwayena
tronic Church
Class of 1981, House 18
Organ from
the Aggrey Chapel to the Assembly Hall for
the event but it was quickly quashed because everyone knew that it would be outright sacrilege to use the spiritual, sanctified
organ for the carnal and banal worship that
occurred at Pop Chain.
Someone argued that the chosen compulsory
song for that year to be played by each band
was a religious gospel highlife piece titled
“Yesu Nkoaa” and suggested there was nothing wrong with borrowing a Church organ to
play it. In counter argument, it was pointed
out that the band Silk Cut was practicing to
play a song titled “Bad Girls” as their elective
piece.
It was a short debate, and never mind that
there was precedent in the Aggrey Chapel
organ being moved to the Assembly Hall for
the MIKADO performances a couple of years
before. The MIKADO was opera, and Pop
Chain is, well, pop chain. The bottom line
was that if anyone attempted this stunt, it
was guaranteed to draw the feared and
loved Headmaster out of his sick bed with
devastating consequence.

Cont. on P7
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Remembering Akora

Docia Kisseih -by Akora Candy Kisseih-Akomfrah

Auntie Docia was very young and on the cusp of being a teenager
when her mother Mrs. Jane Eugenia Konadu Kisseih (nee Bannerman), a teacher and valuable member of her community and
daughter of the Royal Household of Odumase Krobo, passed away
leaving behind 5 children.
Their Grandmother Princess
Esther Clara Naki Sackitey, a
midwife by profession (First
Basel Trained Midwife) took on
the children and showered
them with love and warmth;
she nurtured them and did her
best to bring them up as their
beloved mother would, had she
been alive.

Through Auntie Docia we have been introduced to and sometimes
made fast and lasting friendships with international heads of state,
Ghanaian, foreign dignitaries, and women from all walks of life. We
are indeed humbled by the vast array of people who have sat at her
carefully laid and fine-napkin‟d dinning table.
Auntie Docia loved to dance to Obonu, our cultural dance, and I can
just hear her reminding me not to let the side down and dance like
she would.

Akora Victor A. Kumoji

In the early 1990s he developed a tremor in his hands,
which soon started interfering
with his work. Initially, it was
thought to be either an agerelated condition or the result
of too many whiskies, but soon
his leg also became affected.
After a visit to a clinic in Switzerland, it was determined that
he had degenerative changes in
his neck, probably caused by
long hours bending over the
operating table. The damaged
tissues were pressing on his
spinal cord and causing the
symptoms in his arms and leg.
By the late 1990s, it had become almost impossible for him
to operate any more. He had
surgery to stop the progression
of the damage, but even
though the tremor lessened, he
never really regained full use of

Mamaa continuously reminded them of their obligation to life and
the people around them and the importance of education. She could
not bear to leave her grandchildren alone when she had to go to
work overnight so they all followed, carrying the lamps, blankets
and mats; while the young ones slept in the corner, Docia would
continue holding the lamp while Mamaa brought new babies into the
world. From her first visit Auntie Docia was in awe and thought this
was the best job in the world.
As the years rolled on and her siblings got old enough to stay home
by themselves, she continued accompanying Mamaa to work, even
during her holidays from Achimota Secondary School. An amazing
and exceptional nurse/midwife had begun her journey. And she
made the best out of it.

She taught them to laugh even
in the face of adversity and
allowed her granddaughters to
excel in everything they did
which was an amazing feat in
those days; she fiercely kept
their mother‟s memory alive.

In the late 1970s, he and another prominent gynaecologist
Dr. Kwarko, were hauled before
the Citizens‟ Vetting Committee
set up by the AFRC government. He was seen as being
too successful to be legitimate.
The doctors were both cleared
by the Committee and although
he was initially bitter about the
experience, soon put it behind
him and eventually became fast
friends with some of the members of the Committee.
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his leg. He continued seeing
patients even though he could
no longer perform complicated
surgeries. Indeed, on the day
after his death, a number of
patients from neighboring Cote
d‟Ivoire came for medical review only to find out that ‗OUR
Doctor‘ was dead.
Doc believed in the traditions
and culture of his people and
was convinced that many of our
problems could be solved using
existing structures. He was
extremely supportive of the
extended family, doing his best
to keep in touch with relatives
and events. He became the
head of the Ocansey family and
opened his home for family
meetings and discussions at all
times
He had had a short spell of ill
health in late 2008, but had
fully recovered and was his old
self again at the time of his
tragic and totally unexpected
death on the morning of January 20, 2009. We had always
believed that he would go out
in a blaze of glory, but absolutely no one expected that this
would happen literally. It is one
of the mysteries of his life that
Mr. Owusu, his long-time and

(cont. on P5)

In the summer of 1984 Auntie Docia attended a Girl Guides Conference in London and we spent the evenings walking hand in hand
down the streets of Chelsea planning my future; we would stop at a
restaurant and gossip and giggle for hours over a meal, about life
and love, and how and why she chose her profession and path in
life. She had reconciled with the idea that if I wouldn‟t do nursing,
so teaching was ok because her Mother and I would be the best
teachers in the world. Through our conversations I recognized her
deep love and duty to family, learnt of the sacrifices, courage and
encouragement by generations of women in our family and I came
to understand her drive. I shall treasure that time forever.
She was 90 years old and her health had been declining, but she is
immortalized in our memory as a woman who was conscientious
about her appearance, proud of her financial independence, and
increasingly demonstrative in her affection for her family as the
years passed.
As she aged I learned to handle Auntie Dee with even greater affection. In her later years I‟d hold her hand while talking to her and
she‟d grip mine tightly. She would cry as we said good-bye after a
visit. She appeared to be embarrassed about her inability to fully
care for herself, and yet would be as dignified and composed as she
could be, always aware of how she was dressed and made-up and
never far from her handbag containing her lipstick.
She has been an example for good to all her associates through her
sweet spirit and earnest work. We all knew her to be gifted with
tender affection and solicitude, as she would go by day and night to
relieve the suffering of the afflicted and dying. Her faith and example is uplifting and will ever be bright in one‟s memory, for she is
one who is able to encourage and comfort by her genuine love. She
has made others kind by her courage; she has given strength by her
wisdom.

(This is an excerpt from the full tribute by Akora Candy KisseihAkomfrah, (Class of 1977, Slessor House). Akora Docia Angelina Naki
Kisseih (Slessor House) passed away in August 2008. Akora Candy lives
in England and is an Editor/Columnist .
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-- Updates on Projects & Initiatives

Achimota School Foundation Completes Networking Project
In June 2008, readers may recall that we
informed you of our decision to network
the Achimota School Administration Block
as part of a total Integrated System Solution (ISS). Phase II of the ISS went on
to include networking the Staff Common
Room to provide the much needed incentive of a teaching and research resource
in preparing examination questions, class
and prep exercises, term reports, publishing exam results via a School intranet, and so much more.

Governors, staff and students of Achimota School and on my own behalf I wish
to express our sincere gratitude to the
Achimota School Foundation for providing
20 computers and Internet facilities in
the staff common room for the use of the
staff. We promise to use them judiciously
for the benefit of the school. Once again
we say thank you.” She went on to underscore that, “It's team work and when
all stakeholders put their shoulders to the
wheel, Achimota will take its enviable
position again.”

On October 29, 2009, we completed the
second half of ISS Phase II and essentially the entire ISS Project by networking
the Achimota School Staff Common
Room. Through team effort, -the PTA
refurbishing the Common Room and the
Achimota School Foundation furnishing
the Room with 20 PCs, printer, Software,
internet access, and PC desks- we have
now connected the entire staff from various Departments to the future, and
strengthened our alma mater„s bonds
with the global community that is trying
to help the School.

We are blessed to have Mrs. Adom at the
helm and in return we thank her for her
tenacity and dedication to work with the
Foundation and all who respond to the
call to serve, restore and maintain the
standards of excellence so many of us
desire for our alma mater.
Our sincerest appreciation also goes to
ACCU Computers for delivering on the
Project.
”ma wo akye, da wo ase, oo,
mmo mmo mmo mmo,
Yεre bo wo osee, momomo!”
(from The Founders‘ Praise Song by Dr.
Ephraim Amu)

The Headmistress Mrs. Beatrice Adom
sent her gratitude in an email stating
that, “We are most grateful to you for all
that you have been doing to support your
alma mater. On behalf of the Board of

This report filed by Mina Darfoor
Pictures show top to bottom:
- Akora Patrick Nutor, Mrs. Kate
Aidoo (Asst. Headmistress Academic) & Akora Beatrice Adom
praying to dedicate the facility.
- Mr. Asamoah, staff & two visiting American students using
the facility.
- Akora Patrick Nutor presents
the facility to the school on behalf of the ASF.
- The new computers.

Remembering Akora Victor A. Kumoji
multiple-times „sacked-and-rehired‟ faithful driver would pass away
just a few weeks before his old boss. Some say he went ahead to
prepare the limousine for Doc‟s arrival.
Doc leaves behind several children: Robert, Yvonne, Evelyn, Caroline, Kate, Joseph, Carol, Labelle, Rona, Kabuki and countless

adopted children.
We shall, all of us, miss popping in to see our „Daddy‟ perched on
the edge of his bed, pipe in hand and his head enveloped in a cloud
of smoke… the strong scent of tobacco and fine whisky in the air,
underlain with a hint of his favorite „Old Spice‟ cologne as he dispensed his pearls of wisdom.
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-- Updates on Projects & Initiatives

Class of 1969 Marks 40 Years by Delivering Streetlight Project

Akoras Malcolm and Marion Redding (in picture to the left) were
special guests at the 40th anniversary celebrations of the Class of
1969. The celebrations were launched Oct 24 with a lecture at the
British Council delivered by Akora Nana Kwasi Asante-Sekyi (a.k.a
Sonny Abebe). This was followed on Friday by a disco session at
the Guest House Hotel, East Legon. Then on Saturday, the group
handed over their completed project which entailed installing street
lights on both Eastern & Western campuses, to the school administrators. , and celebrations were concluded with a Thanksgiving
Service on Sunday the 25th at the Aggrey Chapel. The sermon was
delivered by a member of that class, Rev. Prof. Adukwei Hesse.
Pictures show members of the Class of 1969, special guests, clergy,
staff and students interacting during the celebrations.
Pctures courtesy Class of 1969. Report compiled by Maria Kwami.
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POP CHAIN 1979-80:
So we compromised and instead, carried one of the acoustic upright
pianos from the Music School to the assembly hall to be used as the
keyboard for the day. We could not even get a microphone on the
soundboard of the piano, and the keyboards men had to rely on
brute force to be heard that day. One wonders, though, why it was
okay for the Lord High Executioner in The Mikado to sing bloodcurdling songs about decapitating a squirming, struggling, gurgling
and gaggling prisoner to the accompaniment of this same Church
organ.
Yesu Nkoaa
Ghanaian highlife music is generally filled with religious themes (and
also paranoia) but the music of that era of economic depression was
particularly infused with hope from and towards a World outside
what we physically see and feel. “Yesu Nkoaa,” literally “in Christ
alone do I have my hope and joy”, was the prevailing anthem, a
simple song in a major key with a catchy introductory keyboard
hook which, on this day, was lost in the middle of the noise created
by ambitious young drummers, subversive percussionists, plotting
electric bass and rhythm guitarists, and overly-enthusiastic possessed fans. Pounding hard on the poor acoustic piano sadly failed
to produce the desired result for the majority of the bands.
All the same, a star emerged, my classmate Mui, who not yet having been recognized as a musician of any caliber, was not able to
get into any of the two form 4 bands and so had formed his own.
Because the audience was unsure of what to expect, a relatively
quiet assembly hall heard the distinct skillful sounds of Mui‟s pianist
on the acoustic piano, appreciated the enthusiasm of the young
bass guitarist from Livingstone House he had recruited, marveled at
the quiet competency of his rhythm guitarist (of blessed memory)
and, above all else, Mui‟s own versatility as he played the drums
and did the lead singing at the same time.
―Ode be ma me oooooooooo, Yesu eh na me ne no ti ho!‖ bellowed
Mui, as he negotiated a drum roll, abducted his arms and hit the
crash and splash cymbals a split-second apart, while a crescendo of
new fans raised their voices in delirium.
To the neutral observer, Mui and his band had done more than
enough to qualify for the Finals, but in Achimota School, just as
pertains in the real music industry, talent alone does not get you
there. The truth is that the official judging at the Pop Chain was
quite often based on a mixture of prior reputation, street credibility,
nepotism, seniority and lastly, the skill and talent on display. The
sixth-form band BSB always qualified and this year‟s ensemble of
talented individuals who nonetheless failed to gel as a group qualified simply by showing up. Bands with carefully selected back-up
singers consisting of prospective participants in the non-existent
Miss Teen Ghana-1980 contest, the „posh chicks‟ as we called them,
always qualified too. To be fair, the posh chicks tended to join the
best bands because no self-respecting girl would get herself mixed
up with a bunch of untested, unpredictable and often incompetent
musicians. This was no time to take chances with a band that might
seriously embarrass you. A few fair-colored girls might have helped
Mui‟s band but alas, if wishes were horses…
In the same vein, Silk Cut, a band with great street credibility,
mangled their first attempt at performing “Yesu Nkoaa.” After the
first few bars, they had to stop, retune their guitars and start over
again. They still qualified although, to be fair, I must admit they
aced their chosen piece “Bad Girls” to popular acclaim. Barracuda
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- cont. from P3

was the Form 5 band, fronted by friendly looking girls but backed by
vicious roadies and enforcers who were fully capable of arson. Musically, they were all right but their qualification for the final was
never in question; the threat of someone setting fire to the Assembly Hall and the Boy‟s Gymnasium was not taken lightly. Mui‟s band
failed to qualify. There were no protests; that‟s just the way it was
but Mui established his reputation and a year later, he would return
as the drummer for one of the best bands of 1980-81.
The Wa-wa Pedal
Having provided 98% of the musical instruments for the elimination
contest, Kofi and his SPIRIT band earned the privilege of being the
last band to perform on that Saturday. Of course, they were expected to qualify automatically for the finals, being the “host team”,
but let us not take anything away from the outstanding talent in
that group. Kofi had been in a top band every year since he arrived
in Form 1, their percussionist had strong traditional roots, their keyboards man was a pianist already classically trained to ABRSM
Grade 8 level, their drummer- Kofi‟s younger brother- was no
slouch, and their bass guitarist could play with his teeth, no joke! So
one should surely wonder why the drama of the wa-wa pedal occurred in the first place. Maybe it was the lingering effect of the
dubious June 4 Uprising and Revolution, with its stated slogans of
“Stand up for your rights” and “We no go sit down make them cheat
us” which had insidiously infected the school and turned erstwhile
mostly-dadaba children of affluent middle and upper class families
into rebels with dubious causes.
When the time came for SPIRIT to take their turn on stage, only
two of their members, young Kofi carrying the black bag I referred
to earlier and the guy playing the keyboard, appeared initially. Kofi
proceeded to individually retune all the guitars again himself, then
made sure the drum set was firmly in place so his kid brother drummer did not fall of the throne and break his poor little neck, checked
all the amplifiers and microphones, removed pieces of litter from the
stage and sprayed disinfectant all around. Okay, the last part is an
exaggeration but the whole process must have taken about twentynine minutes, and half an hour is an eternity in adolescence. We
were getting annoyed.
Why couldn‟t all the members of the band come on stage together
and check their equipment quickly like everyone else, we mused.
Then suddenly, in one innocuous movement, almost as if he anticipated the reaction, Kofi opened the small black bag and took something out. I have already hinted before that the band SPIRIT had a
fondness for the classical form and I half expected him to take out
adapted sheet music pages for “Yesu Nkoaa.” It wasn‟t a musical
score; the object he took out looked like a drum pedal but without
the hitting ball and he placed it on the ground nonchalantly, plugged
it into one of the six-string electric guitars, put a set of head-phones
to his ears and started fiddling with knobs on the guitar and on the
guitar-amp.
A murmur arose from the section where Barracuda band members
and their supporting cast was concentrated.
“We no go gree!” one of them shouted.
“They no go gree what?” I asked someone sitting next to me.
“It‟s the wa-wa pedal,” he replied. “They are protesting against the
wa-wa pedal.”
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“The what pedal?” I asked.
He explained; the pedal was a device that could alter and produce certain effects
on the guitar sound, notably the crying-baby effect. What was upsetting the civil
rights activists in Barracuda, joined soon after by the Silk Cutters, was the perceived uneven playing field. Kofi had provided the instruments but held back on
making the content of the black bag, the wa-wa pedal, available to all the bands.
This seemed improper even to barbarians who had never before seen a wa-wa
pedal, let alone learnt how to use it properly. In their eyes, this was an unfair advantage for SPIRIT.

2nd place: Nii Lankwei Lomotey, 2 Arts 3

Unfair advantage! Tell that to Mui, one of the few guys in the history of pop chain
with enough coordination to hit the jazz drums, sing and smile at the same time
and yet whose band was destined not to appear in the final, while a lackluster BSB
got it handed to them on a silver platter. All the loudest protesters were in bands
which were going to qualify anyway, so what was it with all this pounding on tables and saying “We no go cheley”? There was a five-minute conference at the
judges‟ table towards the end of which Kofi produced his trump card. His challenge
was simple: If he was denied his wa-wa pedal, he declared, then “me too, I no go
play, thank you very much!”
We all took in deep breaths; this was the greatest impasse since some time in or
around 1975, before my own arrival at Achimota School. J. Adadevoh had stood
across from E. Nortey at the crossroads between the eastern and western compounds, near the eighteenth hole teeing ground of the Achimota golf course. The
rumor was, Adadevoh had challenged Nortey to cross over the gutter to his side if
he were a man, to which Nortey had responded, “No, you cross over to my side if
you are a man.” On that occasion the two had eventually pulled back from the
brink of fisticuffs and walked away in opposite directions, while still keeping their
respective masculinities intact.
We exhaled slowly. We had a decision to make. We had to choose whether we
were here for a true competition or simply to enjoy good music. Were we going to
allow Kofi to take his ball and go home, thereby denying us an opportunity to once
again savor his already recognized talent? Slowly the protests died down and the
rest of the SPIRIT band took the stage and their trio of backing girls picked up
their microphones.

3rd place: Louis Badoe, 1 Science 2, (Lugard)

TO BE CONTINUED.
©Raymond K. Akwayena.
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